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Let X1 , X, ,... be a sequence of random variables defined on a probability 
space (A, 01, P) and denote the smallest a-field with respect to which the 
random variables X, , X,,, ,..., X, (m < n) are measurable by 
B(m, n) = B(X, ,..., X,). Further the a-field nz=r B(m, co) is denoted by T 
and is called the “tail” of the sequence X1 , X, ,.... 
P. Bartfai and P. Revesz in their paper [l] introduced X-mixing for sequen- 
ces of random variables. 
More precisely: 
DEFINITION 1. (See [l]). A sequence X, , X, ,... of random variables is 
called a “X-mixing” (0 < X < 1) sequence if there exists a positive integer 
N(n), dependent on the positive integer n, for every n such that 
I P(A II B(1, n)) - W)I < h (1) 
with probability 1 for each A E B(n + N(n), co). 
Pseudo-h-mixing represents an effort to structure a similar definition to (1) 
in order to characterize transformations on a probability space which, in a 
sense to be made precise below, are approximately mixing. 
The notation and terminology are as follows: (A, (Y, P) is a probability 
space, and T is a transformation of J? into itself that may be measurable in 
the sense that A E (Y implies T--IA E a. In case P(T-IA) = P(A) for every A 
in (Y, T is said to be measure-preserving. Finally, a set A is invariant (under T) 
in case T-lA = A. 
DEFINITION 2. A measurable transformation T is “pseudo-/\-mixing” 
(pXm) where h > 0, if for every A E 01, B E OL there exists a positive integer 
N(A, B) = N such that for every positive integer n > N, 
1 P(T-nB 1 A) - P(T-nB)I < M’(T-“B). (2) 
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When A is a null set P(B / A) is defined to be P(B). Thus (2) is equivalent 
to 
1 P(A T-“B) - P(A) P( T-“B)I < XP(A) P( T-B). 
DEFINITION 3. A measurable transformation T is “h-ergodic” if for every 
invariant set A under T, 
1 P(A) - P(A)1 < P(A). (3) 
Remark. For invariant A we note that (3) is equivalent to P(A) = 0 or 
P(A) >, l/(1 + A). 
Finally, by weakening phm, we have the following: 
DEFINITION 4. A measurable transformation T is “almost-pseudo-h- 
mixing” (aphm) where h > 0, if for every A E OL, B E 01 there exists a positive 
integer N(A, B) = N such that for every rz > N, 
1 P(A T-%B) - P(A) P( T-“B)I < A. (4) 
Remark. T is always aplm. 
DEFINITION 5. A measure-preserving transformation T is “mixing” if 
$i P(AT-nB) = P(A) P(B) 
holds for every pair of sets A and B. 
DEFINITION 6. A measure-preserving transformation T is “weak mixing” 
if 
n-1 
n-l c 1 P(AT-kB) - P(A) P(B)\ -+ 0 as n+ co. 
k=O 
After stating some preliminary results, we show in Theorem 1 an analogous 
result to if a measure-preserving transformation T is mixing on a field, then T 
is mixing on the sigma-field generated by the field. By the use of Property 2 
it is easy to see that this well known theorem is actually a special case of 
Theorem 1. It is also known that a measure-preserving transformation that is 
mixing is ergodic. Similarly the conclusion obtained in Theorem 2 shows that 
pseudo-lambda-mixing is a stronger property than lambda-ergodicity and in 
particular if 0 < h < 1, it is even stronger than classical ergodicity. In Theo- 
rem 3 we show a result analogous to the Borel-Cantelli Lemma for certain 
sequences of pseudo-lambda-mixing transformations. In Theorem 4 a simple 
analogy to the mixing property being an invariant under isomorphism is 
obtained for the pseudo-lambda-mixing property. 
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The existence of phm transformations for 0 < h < 1 that are not mixing 
is demonstrated. The result obtained in Theorem 5 leads to a conjecture 
that these transformations exist; and one such transformation is exhibited in 
the last section. However, as is discussed in the section on examples, this is 
not the case for the Markov shift. 
1. THE THEOREMS 
The first results are listed as properties and their proofs are elementary 
from application of the definitions. 
Property 1. If T is phm, then T is aphm. 
Property 2. T is a mixing transformation if and only if for every h > 0, 
T is phm and measure-preserving. 
THEOREM 1. If F is a Jield and u is the o-jield generated by F and T satisfies 
(2) for every A E F, B E F, where T is measure-preserving, and X1 > X, then T 
iS aphlm on u. 
Proof. Letq>OandAEF,BEFwhereAnB=(A-B)U(B-A). 
By a well known theorem of Halmos (see [3], p. 56) for every A E u, B E CJ 
there exists A0 EF, BO EF such that P(A A AO) < 71 and P(B n BO) < 7. 
Since for every C, 
and 
P(A A B) < P(A A C) + P(C A B) 
AuAO=(AnAO)uAAO, 
then by some manipulation we obtain the following inequalities 
I P(A) - P&W < rl and I P(A0) - P(AAO)J < q 
and 
thus 
I P(A) - P(AO)I < 27 
I P(AO) WO) - J’(A) P(B)1 
< P(B0) [I P(A0) - P(A)11 + P(A) [I P(B0) - P(B)11 
d W’(BO) + PWI- 
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Since T is measure-preserving, then, for every positive integer n, we have 
P(T-n(B n BO)) = P(B n BO). Thus we obtain 
P(AT-nB n AOT-“BO) 
< P(AT-nB n AT-“BO) + P(AT-“BO n AOT-“BO) 
d P(B n BO) + P(A A A01 
< 277. 
Now P(AT-“B) is then within 27 of P(AOT-“BO) and thus has limits superior 
and inferior within 27 of limn+, P(AOT-“BO) provided the limit exists. But 
by hypothesis for all but a finite number of n, 
1 P(AT-‘90) - P(A0) P(BO)I < /\P(AO) P(B0). 
So we now have 
1 P(AT-nB) - P(A) P(B)\ < 1 P(AT-“B) - P(AOT-“BO)J 
+ / P(AOT+BO) - P(A0) P(BO)I 
+ I WO) P(BO) - J’(A) P(B)1 
d 27711 + P(BO) + P(A)] + A 
<%+A 
< 671 + A’ 
for all but a finite number of positive integers n. Since r) was arbitrary, then 
for all but a finite number of n, 
1 P(AT-mB) - P(A) P(B)\ < h1 
so Theorem 1 is proved. 
THEOREM 2. If T is pXm, then T is A-ergodic and ;f X (: 1, then T is 
ergodic. 
Proof. Let B be invariant and in the u-field. Thus by (2) there exists a 
N(B) such that for every n > N(B) 
1 P(B) - P2(B)I = 1 P(BT-“B) - P2(B)I < XP2(B) 
or P(B) > l/( 1 + A) provided P(B) # 0. Now by taking complements we 
have for X < 1, P(B) > 4 and P(Bc) > 4, provided P(B) $ (0, l}, thus P(B) 
must be either 0 or 1 and T is ergodic in the classical sense. 
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LEMMA. If T is pArn, then for every A E u, B E a there exists a positive 
integer N = N(A, B) such that for n > N, 
P(AT-“B) > (1 - X) P(A) P(T-@B). (5) 
Proof. Since T is pXm, then for every A E a, B E a there exists a 
N = N(A, B) such that if P(A) > 0 and n 3 N, 
P(AT-“B) 
P(A) 
- P( T-“B) > - M’( T-“B) 
and thus the Lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 3. If Tj is phim (0 < Aj < Q), j = 1, 2, 3 ,..., and if A E a, 
B E LY and N( j, A, B) = N(j) is determined to be the minimal positive integer 
in (5), and if 
then 
c1 P(T,-N”)B) = 00, 
‘I 
P(lim TFNO’B) = 1. j+ m 
proof. Let Bi = T37N(i)B and n > m, Bit = JX - B* , j = 1, 2, 3,..., 
then by (5) 
= P(B,,J + (1 - WLN (1 - L+I) Wm+J 
+...+(1-P(~~Bj))(l-~~)P(B,). 
Let 
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Thus 
Now as n approaches infinity in the above inequality, in order for 1 to remain 
an upper bound, the sequence shown in the following limiting operation 
must approach 1 rapidly since 
f PW 
j=m+l 
approaches infinity. 
Hence, 
P(i%k T-N(j)B) = ,I& P j+ m 
THEOREM 4. If T is isomorphic to T’ and T is phm, then T’ is phm. 
Proof. Let (A’, LY, P, T) be isomorphic to (A’, (II’, P’, T’) where 
v : A’-+ A’ is determined by a theorem in Billingsley (see [2], p. 53). 
Further, let A’, B’ E CX’, then 
P(A’T’-“B’) = P(v-lA’T-np-lB’) 
P(qlA’) = P’(A’) 
P(T-nv-lB’) = P&-‘B’) = P’(B’), 
since T++A’ = cp-lT’-+A for every A’ E 01’. Now by virtue of T being 
phm, then 
1 P’(A’T’-“B’) - P’(A’) P’(B’)I 
= 1 P(+A’T-‘$-1B’) - P(@A’) P(T-‘$+B’)I 
< /\P(@A’) P( T-‘$-lB’) 
= llP’(A’) P’(B’), 
holds for all but a finite number of n. Therefore T’ is phm. 
409/33/I-13 
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How likely is a measure-preserving transformation which is not mixing to 
be phm for h < 1 ? F. Papangelou in a private correspondence conjectured 
that this was probably not the general case although some transformations 
with the above property probably exist. W. Phillip demonstrated in another 
private correspondence that there are arbitrarily many such transformations. 
Through the use of two category theorems Halmos (see [4]) has implied the 
existence of weakly mixing transformations which are not strongly mixing. 
MIXING THEOREM ([4]). A transformation T is weakly mixing if and only 
if its Cartesian square is ergodic. 
THEOREM 5. If X < ((2)l/2 - 1) and T is phm and measure-preserving, then 
its Cartesian square T’ defined on .M’ = Jl x Jl by T’(x, y) = (TX, Ty) is 
ph’m for some h’ < 1. 
Proof. To prove T’ is ph’m for some x’ < 1, it is sufficient to prove 
that whenever A and B are measurable rectangles in JZ’, where P’, of course, 
is the product measure in A’, 
1 P’(BT-nA) - P’(A) P’(B)\ < X’P’(A) P’(B) 
holds for all but a finite number of positive integers n. If A = C x D and 
B = F x G, where C, D, F, and G are measurable subsets of .&, then since T 
is p/\m we obtain 
1 P’(BT+A) - P’(A) P’(B)1 
= 1 P(FT-“C) P(GT-nD) - P(C) P(D) P(F) P(G)1 
< P(GT-nD) [I P(FT-“C) - P(C) P(F)I] 
+ f’(C) P(F) [I WT-“D) - P(D) W)II 
< P(GT-“D) U’(C) P(F) + P(C) P(F) U’(D) P(G) 
= W(A) [P(F) P(GT+D) + P’(B) P(D)]/P(D) 
= W(A) P’(B) [l + P(GT-nD)/(P(G) P(D))] 
< r\(2 + A) P’(A) P’(B) 
= A’P’(A) P’(B) 
for all but a finite number of n, where x’ = X(2 + h) < 1. And thus Theo- 
rem 5 is proved. 
Remark. By Theorem 2 we see T’ is ergodic and thus by the Mixing 
Theorem T must be weakly mixing and thus the existence of a pXm trans- 
formation for h < 1 which is not mixing would seem to be implied by the 
known category theorems. 
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2. EXAMPLES 
Let &? = {a, b, c, d, e} where a = 2& and T is the cyclic permutation 
T = (a, b, c, d, e), where 
then T is invertible, ergodic, not mixing, but is p4m. To further study the 
connection of phm with the classical concept of weak mixing, it would be 
interesting to construct examples of phm transformations with small h, 
which are not mixing. Along these lines one might ask what happens if one 
specializes the concept of the “shift” transformation of a sequence of random 
variables, assuming their distribution is stationary. 
Consider the class of stationary Markov chains. Let T be the Markov 
shift. By the usual method of approximating sets in a o-field by sets in the 
field generating the u-field, we only consider A,, , B, measurable with respect 
to the field generated by x-,(w),..., X,(W). Let A,, and B, be the events 
A, = {w j x,(w) = i-, ,..., xn(zu) = in} 
B, = (w I x-,(w) = j+ ,..., x,(w) = j,}. 
Let pjk be denoted by p( jk) and pjkvji by p( jlc , jJ. Thus 
VJ-*4) = p(L) p(j-, , iL+J *a- p(L , j,> 
X Pt~~~~@L , i-,+J *a* P(L , in> 
for a sufficiently large k. From this follows 
1 P(B,T-kA,) - P(B,J P(A,)I = P(A,) P(B,) I Pt;flE~~/P(i-n) - 1 1 (6) 
From now on, we assume that p(i_,) > 0 for all i-, in question (and a state 
such that p(iJ = 0 is irrelevant to the process, since it can never be entered). 
Suppose T is pvrn for some 0 < 7 < 1, then T is ergodic by Theorem 2. 
Thus the Markov chain is irreducible. If the states are transient states or 
null states, then plyi -+Oasn+aand Tcannotbep~mforO<~<l 
(actually T is plm by (6)). If the states are persistent, then T is mixing and 
hence is pr]m for every 7 > 0 by Property 2. The only other possibility is 
that the states are all periodic with period t. Since in this case there will be 
a K such that pi”‘; = 0 if m is not a multiple of t, then again by (6) n must be 
equal to or greaier than 1 for T to be prim. We now conclude that although 
there is a large class of pyrn transformations for 77 = 1, the Markov shifts 
that are pr)m for 0 < 7 < 1 must be mixing. 
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Consider the unit interval with Lebesque measure and let T be any 
mixing transformation on the resulting space. If we define P(A) as the result 
of integrating the function x/4 + 718 over the set A, then it is easily seen 
that T is not mixing with respect to P but p(23/49)m. This example can be 
easily extended to arbitrary probability spaces. Therefore the existence of 
pseudo-lambda-mixing transformations, with small lambda, which are not 
mixing, is established. 
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